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1. 2019 FESTIVAL OVERVIEW & INTRODUCTION
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

OWN YOUR FORCE 2019
Fak’ugesi African Digital Innovation Festival has been supporting
and celebrating the crossover of art, culture and technology since 2014, with
the objective to support and celebrate creative and digital innovation cultures
of Africa. The festival annually offers a 10 day public program in Braamfontein,
Johannesburg. It provides a space to learn, experiment, innovate, and network
with fellow professionals from across the continent. It is passionate about
uniquely African perspectives and solutions in the spaces where art, culture
and technology meet, and works to support the sector through the programming
of exhibitions, workshops, conferences, and events. The festival is rooted in the
sector and each year is programmed in response to development needs
identified by sector practitioners.
In 2019 the curatorial focus of the festival was “Own Your Force” an exploration and interrogation of ownership for creatives in the arts and
technology space. Through a series of exhibitions, workshops, talks, hacks,
and pitches, practitioners were invited to consider ownership from numerous
perspectives. Ownership of their ideas and creativity in an increasingly technical
and collaborative space, ownership of a uniquely African aesthetic and what this
might mean for their practice, or ownership of skills and knowledge and how
cross sector collaboration might answer some of these challenges in a small
and developing digital creative sector.

FOUNDING PARTNERS: WITS UNIVERSITY AND
TSHIMOLOGONG PRECINCT
Tshimologong Precinct was one of the founding partners of Fak’ugesi
Festival. Along with supporting the administration and capacity of the Festival,
in 2019 it further hosted the festival’s primary events and public engagements.
The Tshimologong Precinct is a technology hub established in a row of 5
buildings in Juta Street, Braamfontein. Focused as an incubation and skills
development hub, various activities and programmes are run with the aim
of developing skills, encouraging innovation and promoting the development
of new enterprises.
The University of the Witwatersrand, through the Wits School of Arts, is the
second founding partner of the festival. In 2019 the Digital Arts Division of Wits
School of Arts supported the capacity of the festival through the employ of the
festival director, Dr Tegan Bristow. It further engaged with the festival through
leadership and curation of the gaming programme, support for a collaborative
artist residency, and also with hands on support from 62 festival volunteers
from the Wits Game Design degree.

FUNDING PARTNERS
German Cooperation implemented by GIZ were the main partner
for the festival in 2019 bringing support to help with internal capacity
for the festival as well as financial support for exhibitions, workshops, and
events. Furthermore, German Cooperation implemented by GIZ supported
the documentation and visual record of the festival, and much needed update
of the website.
The City of Johannesburg through its Smart Cities office partnered with the
festival on an exhibition and installation relating to smart cities, operational
support, and outcomes relating to the Games Jam and Blockchain hackathon.
Goethe Institut Johannesburg supported the festival through the presentation
of the Cultural Economies Digital Innovation Conference which took place over
2 days on 5th and 6th September.
Pro Helvetia Johannesburg (Swiss Arts Council) through its ANT funding in
support of cultural partnerships in the SADC region, was primary partner
to the month long annual Fak’ugesi Digital Africa Residency. Furthermore, Pro
Helvetia Johannesburg supported visiting artists Andreas Gysin and Sidi Vanetti
to exhibit work and deliver workshops.
British Council continued its partnership with the festival for the 6th year with
support for the ColabNowNow project, which brought 11 creative practitioners
from Africa and the UK to work together over the 10 days of the festival.
French Institute in South Africa supported the festival through
the invitation of key curators from Digital Arts Festivals in France to attend
and engage, along with a speaker and potential collaborator for the cultural
heritage workshop.
Hivos supported the festival for the first time in 2019, helping it to further
develop its networks across Africa by supporting a knowledge exchange
program with HEVA in Kenya.
Gauteng Film Commission were also new partners for 2019 with a program
designed to better connect Gauteng Film Commission trainees into the VR and
Animation elements of the festival.
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WHERE HAVE WE COME FROM AND WHERE ARE WE NOW
Fak’ugesi festival began in 2014 as a point of access for people into the creative and technology space and as a bridge from academic developments in the sector and the
professional world. Whilst the festival retains these principles of access and connection between the academic and professional worlds, over the years it has evolved in
response to and along with the sector.
This increasing connection to the sector and concern for the role that the festival can play in supporting its development, coupled with a commitment to make the sector
as accessible as possible, have become the essence of what Fak’ugesi is today. To achieve this the festival focuses on three key areas:
Offering professional development opportunities and creative recharging through activities and events such as workshops, conferences, the presentation of new work and
ideas, and residencies.
Connecting with a young, diverse audience and ensuring that the festival remains accessible for them financially, physically, and in response to their interests.
Providing a space for sector practitioners to meet, network, and connect with their peers from South Africa and Africa.
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2. STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENTS IN 2019
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

SUB-SECTOR IDENTIFICATION AND STRENGTHENING
OF CROSS SECTOR ENCOUNTERS AND WORK
Fak’ugesi 2018 saw the festival begin to branch into areas of research to
support the arts, creativity and technology sector. This research informed
programming for the festival in 2019. One of the key findings highlighted by the
research was the extent to which the gaming sector was held back due to a gap
in skills from cross cutting sectors. There seemed to be a high level of available
skills in game development but a lack in areas such as music for games,
storytelling, or animation. In response, in 2019 the festival hosted a series of
cross-sector workshops and a cross-sector games jam with the aim of
strengthening cross sector collaboration and building programming for VR,
Animation and Digital Arts.

THE FESTIVAL AS A LOCATION FOR RESEARCH
AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR POLICY DEVELOPMENT
The small-scale research undertaken as part of the festival in 2018
demonstrated how useful it could be as a tool to help the festival achieve
its aims related to wider reaching sector development. As such, in 2019
the festival extended the research initiatives it engaged in. The Futures and
Networking meeting which explored the current state of the gaming sector
returned to the festival again 2019. This year the meeting also included sector
practitioners from other parts of Africa to consider Africa wide challenges
and/or ways in which skills and knowledge might be exchanged.
The 2019 festival also played host to the Games Research Roundtable
which worked to collate all research conducted into the gaming sector
in South Africa to better identify the needs and gaps. The roundtable brought
together key industry payers and researchers to discuss ways forward, some
of which are now working with partners on next steps.
Additionally, the Festival hosted a Blockchain for Creative Industries
Hack-a-thon and generated research via this on the sector and the potential
for Blockchain to support copyright, digital asset tracking and royalty
deployment within it.
The success of these pieces of research has highlighted that the festival can
play a useful role in this space as an organisation with close ties to the rigour
of academic research but existing in a neutral space, with the primary aim
of supporting the development and advancement of the sector.

REACHING INTO THE REGION, BUILDING NETWORKS,
PARTNERSHIPS, COLLABORATIONS AND AUDIENCES
2019 brought further investment in the festival as a facilitator in fostering
greater connection and networks between sector practitioners across Africa.
The festival programmed input from artists and practitioners from 14 different
African countries across workshops, events, artistic residencies and as part of
the conference. Rather than simply flying people in and out for their particular
session, the artists and practitioners were encouraged to stay to experience
more of the festival and engage with their peers.
For instance, the WeAreVR Meetup connected to the Immersive Africa network,
with Fak’ugesi Festival supporting conference speaker Brain Afande (Black
Rhino VR, Kenya) and Digital Lab Africa artist Kombo Chapfika (Digital Lab
Africa Artist, Zimbabwe) to participate as key speakers at the WeAreVR event.
Additionally, two members visiting from HEVA (Kenya) on a knowledge
exchange where invited to speak to the Games Research Roundtable and the
Futures & Networking session on their work in gaming in Kenya.
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3. AUDIENCE SUMMARY
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WHO IS FAK’UGESI FESTIVAL
A total of 1103 people registered for tickets for the festival in 2019. Of these
821 were recorded as attending the festival. This number is lower than the
numbers for 2017, and as such it is important to better understand the various
contributing factors to this. Firstly, the method used to count audience numbers
was more rigorous in 2019. We were careful not to count the same audience
members more than once across different events.
In 2017 a clicker was used to count people into events, but this system was not
able to distinguish how many new audience members attended each event.
Secondly, in 2019 there was a greater focus on professional and sector
development initiatives above large scale public events. In previous years we
have seen a large number of ‘at door’ sales. This did not happen in 2019.
The festival took place during perhaps the most turbulent week in South Africa
of 2019. During the first days of the festival violence erupted in Johannesburg
just 1km away from the festival venue. Alongside this, protest began across
the country related to the high rate of femicide in the country. People were
concerned about coming to Braamfontein and it’s likely that this had a drastic
impact on the number of registered ticket holders attending and ‘at door’ sales.

The age distribution of the audience for the
festival remains young with more than 80% falling within
the 18 – 35 age range. However, we have seen a growth
in the percentage of 26 – 35 year olds which in 2017
accounted for approximately 30% of the total audience
and in 2019 is just under 40% of the audience.

The audience for the festival in 2019 was mostly male. This is in contrast
to previous festivals where the balance has consistently been more 50/50
male to female ratio. It is likely that the violence and protests which hit the city
during the week of the festival had an impact on the number of females wishing
to travel to Braamfontein. The race distribution remains similar to previous
festivals, the largest audience identifying themselves as black and the next
largest percentage white. However, both of these race groups have reduced
slightly this year and we have seen growth in the percentage of mixed race
and coloured audience members.

AGE

11-17

18-25

26-35

36-45

46 AND ABOVE

Most of the audience were professionals working in the
arts and technology sectors.

GENDER

FEMALE

MALE

OTHER

PROFESSION

RACE

EDUCATOR

STUDENT
ARTIST/ILLUSTRATOR

DESIGNER

ANIMATOR

GAMING

SOFTWARE ENGINEER/ DEVELOPER

MIXED RACE

WHITE

COLOURED

ASIAN
BLACK

INDIAN

ENTREPRENUER/BUSINESS OWNER
ARTS ADMINISTRATION

OTHER PROFESSION
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PRESS AND MEDIA
In 2019 Fak’ugesi Festival issued five press releases via the Tshimologong PR company Ginja Ninja. On the 1st of July as a save the date and theme announcement.
On the 1st of August on the development of the Festival residencies over 6 years. On the 19th of August as a special focus on the conference and work on creative
economies, and the last two on the 26th and 28th specifically on the different content being offered in relation to the sub-sectors and funders, such as residencies,
exhibitions and workshop offerings.
The press releases translate into newspaper articles in print and online, in addition to radio and television features and interviews. A highlight was the Morning Live
Weekend interview, features on SABC News and the STAR newspaper. Based on all the coverage, which was mostly online, the ROI was R 5 879 954,58 with a spend
of R30 000.00 on the press releases.

OVER THE 2019 FESTIVAL PERIOD WE SAW THE FOLLOWING SOCIAL MEDIA COVERAGE;
Twitter had a net growth of 112 new followers to 3 050 followers, we saw 103K organic impressions, 3177 engagements and 121 link clicks.
Instagram had a net growth of 308 new followers to 2215 followers, we saw 145K organic impressions and 139 profile clicks.
Facebook has a net growth 607 new followers to 3666 followers, we saw 279K organic impressions, 8161 engagements and 4833 clicks.
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3. PROGRAM REPORT
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RESIDENCIES & VISITING PROGRAMS FAK’UGESI DIGITAL AFRICA RESIDENCY AND SWISS ARTISTS
Fak’ugesi Digital Africa Residency brings together aspiring young digital artists from the SADC region. The project expanded in 2019 as young Swiss artists collaborated
with their SADC counterparts. Working with Pro Helvetia and the ANT Fund for Development and Co-operation (SDC), the residency serves to highlight and develop
incredible young digital talent in Southern Africa and boost their careers as important digital creatives. Following a rigorous selection process the artists selected to
participate 2019 were: Natalie Paneng and Nhlakanipho Mashinini from South Africa, and Wamya Tembo from Zambia as the SADC residents, and Vanessa Lorenzo
Toquero from Switzerland. The group were mentored by Swiss artists Andreas Gysin & Sidi Vanetti and worked with the Tshimologong Makerspace for the production of
their exhibition.

“I was able to make new connections through the festival. Firstly, with some of my fellow resident artists who I'm still in
touch with and planning future projects with. I also got to connect with people through social events where I got to talk to
some game developers who were on the lookout for music for their games.”
Wamya Tembo, Resident Artist, Digital Africa Residency

“It has helped put my work out there. A lot more people know who I am now as an artist.”
Nhlakanipho Mashinini, Resident Artist, Digital Africa Residency

Alongside mentoring of the Digital Africa Residency, Andreas Gysin & Sidi Vanetti presented new work in an inspiring exhibition that focused on their practice of
repurposing analogue and digital signage for making code-driven digital artwork.

“For us it was a great experience to rapidly build a new project: it was planned in the weeks before but completely
realised in place. It showed us that when completely distraction free we can move very fast.”
Andreas Gysin & Sidi Vanetti, Mentors, Digital Africa Residency
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COLABNOWNOW
In a 6th annual partnership with Fak’ugesi Festival the British Council
brought this ground-breaking cross disciplinary project. Facilitated by
Tanzanian artist Valerie Amani and UK artist Will Hurt, the project featured
11 creative practitioners from East, West, North and Southern Africa and UK.
Through an open call, finalists were selected to join a team of outstanding
digital artists and storytellers to come together to connect, collaborate, learn,
and network at Tshimologong Precinct for the full 10 days of the festival.
They included:
North Africa: Chirin Khlif (Tunisia), Ahmed Almoghazy (Egypt) | East Africa:
Arafa Cynthia Hamadi (Tanzania), Isabella Asiimwe (Uganda) | Southern Africa:
Lara Sousa (Mozambique), Sandile Mhlongo (South Africa), Kyle Malanda
(Malawi) | the UK: Joe Beedles, Keren Lasme | West Africa: Lindsey Abudei
(Nigeria), Kwasi Darko (Ghana)
The project culminated in a collaborative exhibition at partner festival Maputo
Fast Forward in October 2019.

“As part of the Colabnownow creatives, that in itself
was a strong base to expand my connections with
African artists and designers. Being able to attend and
take part in the Fak’ugesi festival exposed me to quite
a number of individuals as well as companies in the
digital space that I hadn't known or even thought to look
into. Definitely provided the right atmosphere for
information exchange and allowed me to open my
network up to more of Africa.”

VIDEO GAMING: MANCALA PLUS by Setriakor Nyomi (Ghana), and PRECIOUS
CARGO by Simone Beneke-Graham, Shannon Bennetts, Rowan Brough and Niall
Graham (South Africa)
ANIMATION: RINGA MZANSI by Lwazi Msipha (South Africa), and UZI by Naddya
Adhiambo Oluoch-Olunya (Kenya)
WEB CREATION: CARTOGRAPHIE DES RÉGIONS MUSICALES DU MALI by
Tiécoura N’Daou (Mali), and RE/MEMBER YOUR DESCENDANTS by Xabiso Vili
(South Africa)
DIGITAL MUSIC: SUNKAMBE by Shaka Ramulifho (South Africa), and SWAGGIFY
by Marvin Madyara (Zimbabwe)

“(The Festival) is great for showcasing strong
work, networking, finding inspiration, and potential
collaborators. I met the folks at WeAreVR Jozi. I'm still
in touch and I've since attended one of their events after
the festival.”
Komborerai Chapfika, Resident Artist, Digital Lab Africa

Keren Lasme, Resident Artist, ColabNowNow

DIGITAL LAB AFRICA
Digital Lab Africa (DLA) is a mentorship and incubation program for African
creatives in digital content: web creation, immersive realities, gaming,
animation, digital music. The project is managed by the festival’s founding
partner, Tshimologong Precinct. As part of the festival in 2019 Tshimologong
and Fak’ugesi joined forces to host the first DLA Bootcamp and gather the
DLA#3 cohort of winners at the festival. The Bootcamp consisted of four days of
training, B2B meetings, creative tour, pitch session, conferences and
workshops at the heart of Fak’ugesi African Digital Innovation festival. The DLA
participants are
VIRTUAL REALITY: THE AFROCYBORG VR FILM COLLECTIVE by Shmerah
Passchier, Moratiwa Molema and The Afrocyborg Collective (South Africa and
Botswana), and TRVLR by Komborerai Chapfika (Zimbabwe)
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EXHIBITIONS
DIGITAL ART - VISITING ARTISTS’ WORK
The Accelerator space at Tshimologong Precinct played host to a major new
piece of work by Francois Knoetze entitled ‘Core Dump’. The strangely poetic
‘memory’ of a computer forms the basis of the video series ‘Core Dump’ with
the metaphor of a computer ‘crash’ extended to reflect on the unsustainability
of the global capitalist system.
Floating Reverie launched their first publication reflecting on the first five years
of //2Weeks residencies. This publication documents, engages, and reflects on
the past five years of practice experienced through the residencies. A
retrospective exhibition to coincide with the publication was also showcased
during the festival.
‘oO’ exhibition featured Swiss artist Stefan Karrer using found digital material
to present work that reflected on the photography term ‘Bokeh’ and how its
pronunciation and meaning have been discussed online. These online
discussions speak to the evolutions made possible through a long track of
internet history.
Lolo is the story of a 9-year-old girl who struggles to come to terms with
her natural hair and in essence her identity. The story was selected from
a number of submissions to a competition held last year. As a prize Selaelo
Maabela, the writer, will receive a full pitch bible done by the Tshimologong
Animation Studio which will include the character and environment designs
as well as an animatic of the short film. The exhibition at Fak’ugesi Festival in
2019 showcased the current work in progress of Lolo as the Animation Studio
bring the character to life.
4th year industrial and interaction design students at FADA, University of
Johannesburg delivered an exhibition exploring ‘Speculative Design for Smart
Cities’. The exhibition considered how digital and three-dimensional product
designers can contribute to future experiences of city living.
Jozi Tweets was an update to Yarmouth Tweets, a site-specific generative
animation in which all location-enabled tweets in a certain area (downtown
Johannesburg) are rendered in 3D fonts similar to those used in nearby
signage. The work offers a view into the current thoughts of those in the vicinity
while foregrounding the ephemeral nature of tweets.
Ourspace was a participatory performance delivered by Klasien van de
Zandschulp, WhyNot, and James Bryan Graves. It zooms in on the virtual and
the physical space between people, their online and offline identity and their
social encounters. As part of the performance the audience were guided by
a chatbot on WhatsApp. The artificial companion shares stories and responds
with assignments that translate online social habits into physical movements.
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FAK’UGESI ARCADE
Fak’ugesi Arcade Exhibition was curated by the Wits Digital Arts Dept. with the
theme Ludus Lekgotla, as a special focus on African made games and reflecting
local and regional content. The exhibition featured a selection of video games,
card games and board games from South Africa and the Global South. Sixteen
games were identified by the exhibition curators from South Africa, Cameroon,
Ghana, Brazil and France - in response to the themes of indigenous and
heritage related games. People were excited to engage with games from the
global south. The Arcade was popular with everyone that visited it. It offered
a fun, relaxed space in which people could engage with local gaming
development, the festival and each other.
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VR AND AR FOCUS EXHIBITION
The VR exhibition was used to showcase work from the primary studios
and producers of creative VR in South Africa - Electric South, Eden Labs,
TMRW and Centre for the Less Good Idea. It featured new work from a variety
of African artists and was one of the most popular exhibits of the festival.
The exhibition featured work from: William Kentridge, Nhlanhla Mahlangu,
Eden Labs, Nirma Madhoo, Shelley Barry, Nyasha Kadandara, and Counter
Space for Pop Culture in Zaire.
Giving Poetry Wings (GPW) was an initiative hosted by TK Ndlovu of The
Radioactive Blog. It was a large scale augmented reality/digital exhibition,
created on a series of banners which hung on the side of the Tshimologong
Precinct throughout the festival. The banners showcased collaborative work
between selected poets and digital artists.

SUB-SECTOR SKILLS AND DEVELOPMENT
FOCUS ANIMATION
The 2019 festival saw a new partnership with AnimationSA and with it the
festival’s first major focus on the Animation sector. The program included
an outreach project for young learners entitled Animarathon, and an
AnimationSA Masters Day aimed at sector professionals.
Animarathon engaged with 40 young learners, mostly aged between 16-20,
from inner-city Johannesburg to provide them with insight to the animation
sector and possible career paths in the industry. The event had an enormous
impact on those who attended. 95% of the participants rated the workshop
excellent and agreed that it was very useful for them. The participants
enthusiasm and enjoyment of the programme is reflected in the strong
interest to continue studying animation with a view to a career in the industry
in the future.

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
GAINED
NEW SKILLS

STRONGLY AGREE

LEARNED
MORE ABOUT
THE ANIMATION
INDUSTRY

AGREE

INTERESTED
TO STUDY
ANIMATION
FURTHER

INTERESTED
IN A FUTURE
CAREER IN
ANIMATION

AGREE SOMEWHAT

DO NOT AGREE

“The workshop was a great eye opener for us because
we did not know how many different fields there are in
animation.” “It helped me learn a lot. It opened my eyes
to a world of possibilities. Showed me steps I had been
skipping.” “I just want to learn more.”
Anonymous feedback from participants in the Animarathon workshop
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The AnimationSA Masters Day took place at the Wits Theatre and featured
a series of panel discussions relevant for the development of the animation
industry. The day began with a discussion from the SABC considering ‘Producer
Terms of Trade, Digital Delivery Systems, Digital Music Tracking Systems and
Commissioning Protocols’. The second session focused on practical skills to
help animators become trainers. Linked to this, leading producers discussed
different ways of creating a sustainable income for professional animators.
The program ended with two amazing Kenyan guests speaking about the
workings of the Kenyan animation industry. The day was well received by
participants who are interested to return to the festival next year and would
like a bigger program focused on animation.

“(The festival) offered the space to network, however
if it offered workshops, hackathons, collaboration
programsor sessions, pitching workshop it would
be the next level.”
Anonymous participant of the AnimationSA Masters Day

The partnership with AnimationSA was extremely positive and the festival is
excited to develop it further in future years.

“Now that I know the festival better I can plan something
more creative and exciting for next year.”
Isabelle Rorke, AnimationSA

GAMING
The Ludus Lekgotla Games Day was a day long program of talks aimed at the
gaming sector. The program was directly linked to the Ludus Lekgotla
exhibition and featured talks on African narratives in game design, storytelling
in game development, and case studies from those active in game development
in South Africa.
During the Futures and Networking meeting held in 2018, sector professionals
identified gaps in cross-sector working and understanding as one of the factors
holding back the development of the gaming sector in South Africa. As a direct
response to this, in 2019 the festival programmed a series of four workshops
followed by a two-day game jam with a focus on cross sector engagement.
The aim was to stimulate interest from non-gaming sector practitioners to
collaborate with gamers in their projects. The cross-sector workshops were
successful in attracting a mixed audience from across different sectors of the
arts, creativity and technology industry. However, the workshops did not act as
a feeder to the Game Jam in the way designed. Instead, the Game Jam was
mostly attended by more typical Game-Jammers from the gaming and
programming sectors. More needs to be done in future to assist creatives from
outside of the gaming sector to feel comfortable to collaborate in events such
as this.
In addition to the series of cross sector workshops, the gaming programme
also included three additional workshops to compliment the gaming
programme. The first was an introduction to Raspberry Pi as a tool to create
games. The second was an exploration of the use of cultural heritage in game
design, a subject which proved to be extremely popular and engaging for the
audience this year. The third workshop was on the production of zines for
urban games which tied directly to the arcade exhibition.
In a development project for the local game sector, with the support of German
Cooperation, Masidlale Fak’ugesi project came into being over the Festival. A
collaboration between Masidlale (a backyard Soweto based community of
digital creatives), Fak’ugesi Festival and Wits Digital Arts Dept., a portable
games box was developed on which a special selection of locally made games
was curated. The Arcade Box aims to expose new audiences to locally made
games, by touring the box to events and festivals in the region.
Linked to all of these workshops and games talks were the arcade exhibition,
futures and networking meeting, and games research roundtable making the
gaming program for 2019 wide reaching.
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CREATIVE ECONOMIES
The 2019 program at Fak’ugesi featured more definite programming
to support the creative economies. The program included a 2 day conference,
creative economies workshops, and an exploration into blockchain solutions
for the creative sector.
The Cultural Economies Digital Innovation Conference was
delivered in partnership with the Goethe Institut Johannesburg. It explored
technological interfaces with the creative sector in a variety of different ways,
from production of creative work, through to the use of blockchain solutions
for the sector, and everything in between. The audience and speakers for the
conference were an almost 50/50 split male to females. Most were black and
aged between 26-35. Audience feedback suggests that the event offered good
quality content and provided a great space to both learn and network.

“I think Fak'ugesi is on the right track. I think magic
is going to come from this festival... it's an incredible
platform!” “I think there's loads of networking. Very
friendly atmosphere. Everyone is happy to talk, engage
and share.” “The Festival offers every interaction the
industry needs. Maybe it has to be longer.”

ANONYMOUS CONFERENCE PARTICIPANTS

Running alongside and concurrently to the conference, a 2-day blockchain
hackathon was taking place. The hackathon aimed to investigate ownership,
copyright and contracting to support future income streams and business
models for the creative sector. Festival partners CAPASSO (Composers,
Authors and Publishers Association of South Africa), and AnimationSA, framed
the direction of the hackathon by presenting some of the challenges they were
facing in this area. Under the guidance of CoinEd, hackathon participants
developed two very workable solutions which are currently being developed
further to investigate their potential for implementation in the sector.
For those looking for more hands-on support for the business aspect of their
work, the festival offered two workshops. The Creative Enterprise workshop
gave practical support and examples for creative and technology practitioners,
freelancers and small business owners. Directly linked to this, the Creative
Pitch Training workshop specifically focused in on how to effectively pitch
digital creative projects. Both workshops were popular and the general
feedback from the festival audience was that they would like more workshops
of this nature in future.
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DIGITAL CREATIVITY

DIGITAL MAKING AND SMART CITIES

WeAreVR is a monthly meeting in Johannesburg arranged by Daliso Ngoma and
Dale Deacon, which aims to showcase VR work and educate new audiences on
its possibilities. WeAreVR hosted their September meeting in collaboration with
Fak’ugesi Festival, with a special focus on regional contributors: Brian Afande
of BlackRhino from Nairobi (a speaker at the conference); and Kombo Chapfika
an artist from Zimbabwe (attending the Festival as part of the Digital Lab Africa
cohort). The event was extremely popular and reflected the growing interest in
VR across the festival audience.

SUPERPOWER! was a two-day workshop in which participants were invited
to consider their role as both the future generation and designers of their city.
Participants worked with IoT wearable devices that enabled them to record
their subjective perception of the city using gesture sensing technology.
They were then able to use the data generated from the devices as a starting
point for discussion around how the use of technology might be used as a tool
to help shape the city in the future. The workshop was well received and
sparked particular debate given the context of the violence that was taking
place in close vicinity to the venue during that time.

Complimenting the VR element of the program, the AR program was also more
prevalent in 2019. Linked to the AR exhibition, TK Ndlovu of The Radioactive
Blog delivered an AR workshop. It was well attended being 95% full to capacity
and feedback was very positive.
The AR and VR program in 2019 collectively generated a lot of interest and
visibility for the sector, and we are already seeing some exciting outcomes
from this:
TK Ndlovu has subsequently been invited to present the work at a festival in
Brighton, Zimbabwe and a focus on AR being run by Alliance Francias and the
French Institut in Johannesburg in November.

“Amazing workshop, so innovative and I learnt
a fortune!”
Anonymous SUPERPOWER! workshop participant

New for this year’s festival, Fak’ugesi programmed its first Yami-Ichi event.
Internet Yami-Ichi, from the Japanese “Internet Black Market”, is a market
where people consumed by the Internet can share and buy Internet-related
things in real life. This fun filled market held at Tshmologong was fairly small
this year as people worked out exactly what it was, but looks likely to become
a bigger event at future festivals.

Xabiso Vili an AR artist working with Ndlovu and one of the Digital Lab Africa
Cohort has been invited to further develop his AR work on residency in France
as part of the Africa 2020 program.
An invitation has been given to Fak’ugesi African Digital Innovation Festival to
curate a panel for VR in Africa at the 2020 New Images Festival at Forum Des
Image in Paris, France.
Two further workshops took place during the festival with the aim of allowing
the festival audience to experiment and be more playful with different
technologies. The first entitled ‘Solar Power for Yourself’ provided participants
with a technical and practical introduction to small-scale solar solutions. The
second workshop ‘Good Neighbours: Storytelling with Chatbots’ explored the
rise of the conversational interface and explored this medium (WhatsApp) as a
tool for storytelling. Both workshops were very well received and provided the
festival audience with playful and useful tools to take away with.

“So great. Practical aspect was very, very useful to
enhance learning and fun.”
Anonymous Solar Power for Yourself workshop participant

“I really enjoyed it and it touched on things I’m already
concerned about – internet for surveillance.”
Anonymous Good Neighbours workshop participant
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4. FEEDBACK AND LEARNINGS
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MORE CONSIDERED AND TARGETED MARKETING
IS NEEDED
75% of the audience had not been to the festival before. This figure was
similar in previous years. In contrast almost 90% of the audience said that they
would like to come to the festival again next year. Whilst it is positive that the
festival continues to attract a new audience it is concerning that we have only
been successful in drawing in a small number of repeat audience members.
The audience have indicated that they are keen to return to the festival
in future and the festival should capitalise on this good will with better
targeted marketing and incentives.

Feedback from the audience indicates that most people
are finding out about the festival through word of mouth
(47%) or social media (30%). This leaves just 23% of the
audience finding out about the festival through either
media, festival posters, or a direct email from the festival.
From these figures we can see that the goodwill towards
the festival through word of mouth, and social media
marketing, are working effectively, but more can be done
to engage audiences through other marketing efforts.
With a more considered and targeted approach to
marketing as a whole, we believe that we can increase
attendance at the festival considerably.
BETTER NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES
Before attending the festival, people were asked what they were hoping to get
out of being there. Whilst networking was most frequently listed as a motivation
for attending, other motivations scored similarly showing that delivery against
all of these potential outcomes is equally important.

BEEN TO THE
FESTIVAL BEFORE

WHAT DO YOU
HOPE TO GET
OUT OF THE
FESTIVAL?

WOULD YOU LIKE
TO COME BACK
TO THE FESTIVAL
NEXT YEAR?

NETWORKING

EXPOSURE TO NEW SECTORS

SEE NEW WORK

GET INSPIRED

LEARN AND DEVELOPE SKILLS

NO

MAYBE

YES

Audiences participating in different events and activities
at the festival were asked what they were taking away
from the festival. From feedback we see that learning
outcomes were strong with 84% of participants agreeing
or strongly agreeing that they had learned new skills
which they would apply immediately into their practice.
Networking and new connections formed performed well
but was not as strong as learning outcomes.
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0
LEARNED NEW SKILLS THAT
I CAN IMMEDIATELY APPLY
TO MY PRACTICE

STRONGLY AGREE

NEW CONNECTIONS
AND NETWORKS MADE

EUROPE
SOUTH AMERICA

AGREE

The importance of networking and building connections
with peers, from both South Africa and the rest of Africa,
was further expressed within feedback given within
surveys conducted across the festival. In particular the
festival audience expressed the desire to have more
facilitated networking opportunities across the festival.
AN AFRICAN FESTIVAL THAT IS MORE EASILY
ACCESSED BY A WIDER AUDIENCE
Also linked to professional development, both on a personal level
and sector wide, the festival audience put a big emphasis on the exploration
and celebration of an African aesthetic and perspective through the festival.
The desire for the festival to reach out into other audiences in townships and
the rest of Africa was also expressed.

GETTING TO THE FESTIVAL

Most of the audience live in Johannesburg and its surrounds. 5% travel
to the festival from provinces outside of Gauteng and a further 6% travel from
countries outside of South Africa. Almost 40% of the audience travel between
10-30km to festival. With so many of the audience living so far away from the
festival, consideration must be given to how they are travelling to the festival.
For the 2019 festival, parking wasn’t a huge problem. This was made easier
by the low numbers attending the festival and the vastly reduced number of
people coming in to Braamfontein due to the violence taking place at that time.
However, in future years as the audience grows, consideration needs to be given
to assisting festival goers with parking solutions.
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"OWN YOUR FORCE" COMMISSIONED
POEM FOR FAK’UGESI FESTIVAL 2019
BY MISS EMMAH
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

It's inevitable to be 3rd World when your name
has been extracted from your tongue
And its gravitas unearthed from your mind.
With fragments in our hands
Attempted recreating beauties lost to the sleeping Moon.
Africa, you are the essence of innvovation and origin of civilization.
How have you forgotten the root of all life?
The first human words were spoken by you.
You cradled mathematics.
Rocked navigation.
Pressed paper from papyrus reed.
Burped pyramids.
Were visionaries before we were accredited!
So we exhale the future.
Exponential innovation and thinking for you was not a program
incubated in a hub;
It was your communal daily bread.
Imagination, the language with which we spoke to each other.
Fear irrelevance brewed by old knowledge.
Fall in love with a future you have not kissed.
Set your own table before the world; deck it with your own systems;
Feast on your force to drape descendants with a power.
Not all that is foreign is greater than your own.
Hone your force.
Own your ish!

